January 2011
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider others better than
yourselves.
Each of you should look not only to your own interest, but also to the interests of others. Your
attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus: Who, being in very nature God, did not consider
equality with God something to be grasped, but made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a
servant, ...humbled himself and became obedient to death...” (Philippians 2:1-11)

Holy golf Ball

I
“...it may be
prudent, and
pastoral, to
refrain from
directly
instructing
Christ’s
followers, in
the new
dispensation…
to be losers!”

recently read a summary review of the l963 National Book Award winning Monte
D’Urban by J.F. Powers (1917-1999). A novel about a Catholic Priest, Fr. Urban and
his dynamic “Be A Winner, Never Quit” motivational pasturing and life example. Fr.
Urban was sent to a dismal retreat center in rural Minnesota to turn a slumbering parish
into a hopefully vibrant and enlarging district. As the parish began to flourish a local
bishop, who wanted a golf course to attract even more prominent citizens, challenged the
Father to a golf match to talk and solicit for the building of a seminary and in anticipation
of humbling him by winning the golf match. Instead the bishop hits an errant golf ball that
beans the Father.
As a result of being hit in the head from the golf ball, Father Urban
develops severe headaches and a new awareness and appreciation of
what is happening around him and to him. Urban goes from a “be a
winner” attitude to a new perspective of charitably responding to the
crosses carried by confreres and others. Not long after the beginning
of change, Urban is elected provincial of the order of St. Clement and
he declares at his installation from a different spiritual direction of
heart that the authentic path of being a winner is: “By the toil of

humility, by the emotion of compassion, by the ecstasy of contemplation. In
the first truth is found harsh, in the second, loving, in the third pure. Reason
leads us to the first, love brings us to the second, purity carries in the third.”

The author of the article writes in conclusion: ”Many good things have

been accomplished by America and by Americans, but the cult of selfdetermination and the celebration of self-reliance, visible already in the
Garden of Eden, are a lingering and ultimately damaging, perhaps even
damning, temptation within any historical project. Perhaps it is even more so
in a national narrative that too often defines winning as an expression of
utter self-autonomy and self-direction that, in the Christian frame of
reference, is rather the very definition of losing. Then again, it may be
prudent, and pastoral, to refrain from directly instructing Christ’s followers,
in the new dispensation…to be losers!” (Article, “Father Urban’s Lesson” by
Thomas W. Jatziewicz in Touchstone, Sept/Oct 2010, vol. 23, No. 5, pgs 11-13.)

James in his letter to the church tells the poorest (economic, status,
etc.) Christian “ought to take pride in his high position” and the rich
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(economic, status, etc.) Christian “ought to take pride in low position” because he too will “pass
like a wildflower” (James 1:9-10). James continues his letter reminding that we are all sinners who
deserve death, but we are fully loved and accepted and adopted by God regardless. James tells
us that we are recipients of grace; social status and the amount in our bank accounts are of little
consequence. Faith without works and love of the single parents, the fatherless children and the
poor is a priority to exemplify that grace is understood. The good news of the gospel, the
justification by grace, not works, is one of the most liberating messages to any person in the
world. It is a message that tells the hearer, “you have worth, you are important, you are
loved, and this is irrespective of your successes or your failures.”

Faith without
works and love
of the single
parents, the
fatherless
children and
the poor is a
priority to
exemplify that
grace is
understood.

There was a resident guest at the Village once who had lost custody of her children, had a
disability, basically unable to work, and was destitute. She did not like the Village requirement
to “go to church with us once a week” and had verbally replied that she did not believe in God.
But grace and love and good works were still offered and extended to her - that is what the
Village does, grace and good news. Then after Christmas she handed me a note that read:
“What Christmas Means to Me. It’s not the presents or gifts but spending time with loved one
or friends Knowing that the true meaning of Christmas is we are celebrating Christ’s birthday
knowing he came into this world in imperfect conditions so we should look at this know that
even tho our lives may not be perfect, but we are always provided for with our needs. So on this
day I want to tell you I love you and Merry Christmas“ (spelling, grammar, all hers).
I thought about Fr. Urban and the golf ball to the side of the head and the Damascus road
incident of the Apostle Paul. Ministries of mercy are frustrating as there is no guarantee there
will be a life change in the one in dire straits. With every new person or family we help, there is
always the possibility that we are going to be scammed, enable their addictions, or that they will
not make good on their promises. Missions of mercy often take us to places where we do not
have any answers, do not know what to do, and we know that we are unqualified to be of much
service. People dying of a disease, those in desperate need of just paying their utilities, a drug
addicted child, mental disorders - wouldn’t it be easier to pretend that we do not see or even not
care about the situation? Mercy ministry reminds me that we are all sinners, we all need a
Savior (and it’s not me) and that grace and humility equalizes us all. Golf ball to the head,
struck down on the road as we go our different ways, all Christians are called of God to
remember the poor.
When the Apostle Paul was struck down by a blinding light, he was not called to some new type
of preaching. The Apostles when they encouraged him prior to his ministry told him to
“remember the poor.” Paul responded “The very thing I was eager to do” (see Galatians 2:10). A
letter like the one from a former resident was a golf ball to my head reminding me that as we
show mercy, it is also an opportunity for me to give praise for the mercy shown to me. To show
mercy to another is a test to my heart to know if I grasp the gospel and can apply it to others.
Showing mercy to another reminds me that that a better day is in the future and to look for that
blessed day of His return.
May we all get hit in the head with a holy golf ball in 2011.

David Engle
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Village News
THE YEAR END SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTORS SUMMARY will be mailed out to you
during the third week of January. LOOK FOR IT IN YOUR MAIL. We so appreciate the
unselfishness and compassionate giving in 2010. The Village has met a lot of “mommies and
babies” needs, cared for those who were in residence and been able to share of resources and
sometimes overabundance with others that offer services to those in need. This is made possible by
those of you who care. We are grateful.
AT THIS TIME OF YEAR WE LIKE TO SHOW YOU SOME OF THE FUN, EXCITEMENT
AND ADVENTURES OF THE CHRISTMAS SEASON, we hope you enjoy seeing some of the
pictures of the multiple events and activities of the past month.
Establishing memories and meaningful traditions at the Christmas season each year here at the
Restoration Village is important. Performing a song, skit, poem, music, or story is a requirement for
residents on Christmas Eve. Visitors and special activities for all our “mommies and babies” are
vital relationships, community involvement and often just fun.

New
boots!

Above: Stocking delivery

Little Flock fire fighters
deliver gifts and let the
kids “drive” the truck.
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Below: A one-antlered “dear” as it was too long til he performed!

Above: 12 Days of Christmas

